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Abstract

Thermal-spike models are often invoked for data interpretation in ion track 
physics. This work is devoted to a critical examination of these models with 
respect to links to other fields of physics and with respect to its foundations in 
non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Presently used thermal-spike models treat 
electronic excitations in a rather undifferentiated way. Based on the experience 
of hot-electron energy-transport in semiconductors a more complete approach 
will be outlined which explicitly distinguishes electrons in conduction bands 
and holes in valence bands. This model provides a natural basis for the incor
poration of recombination processes and is intimately linked to the physics of 
semiconductors and insulators. Combining a thermal spike with the appropri
ate constitutive equations, the motion of the fluid track matter can be followed 
as will be demonstrated for vitreous silica. The calculations reproduce the ex
periments within a factor of four. Starting from the basis of non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics, it will be shown that the temperature gradients appearing in 
the presently used thermal-spike models are too large to meet the pre-requisites 
of non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Therefore, thermal-spike models can 
only be used for qualitative to semi-quantitative data interpretation. Deviations 
between model and experiment by a factor of 2 to 4 must be accepted and are 
the tribute to the enormous simplifications made.
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1. Introduction

The physics of ion tracks started in 1958, when Young reported on the etching 
of radiation damage in LiF (Young, 1958). A year later, Silk and Barnes (1959) 
published the first transmission electron microscopy images of long trails of dam
age created by fission fragments in mica. The combination of both discoveries 
generated a boom in research work stimulated by various applications in nu
clear physics, geochronology, archaeology, interplanetary science, and radiation 
dosimetry. Soon after the discovery of ion tracks it became clear that they origi
nated from the excitation and ionization of the target atoms and not from atomic 
displacements by elastic collisions, a damaging mechanism dominating at ion en
ergies much smaller than 1 MeV/u. It became also clear that the excitation and/or 
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ionization density had to surpass a material-dependent threshold value in order 
to generate continuously etchable ion tracks. For example, 1-MeV He ions were 
shown to generate tracks in certain polymers, while 100-MeV Fe ions are needed 
for track formation in the mineral olivine. At that time, tracks could be detected in 
many insulators but not in metals, alloys and semiconductors like silicon or germa
nium. The separation line between track forming and non-track-forming materials 
was located at an electrical resistivity between 2 x 103 and 2 x 104 Qcm. In 1965, 
Fleischer, Price and Walker proposed the Coulomb-explosion spike which ac
counted reasonably well for all experimental data available at that time (Fleischer 
et al., 1965). A concurring thermal-spike mechanism, originally devised for metals 
by Lifshitz et al. (I960) and proposed to apply also to insulators by Chadderton 
( 1969), was not sufficiently developed to provide useful predictions. The work of 
the first fifteen years after the discovery of ion tracks is exhaustively described 
in the monograph of Fleischer, Price and Walker (1975). The development of the 
subsequent fifteen years has been summarized by Spohr ( 1990).

Around 1980, with the advent of large heavy-ion accelerators, much higher 
excitation and ionization densities became easier accessible. About fifteen years 
later even larger excitation densities could be realized by fullerene beams. At 
present, it is well-established that ion tracks can be also generated in metals 
(Henry et al., 1992; Dammak et al., 1995), alloys (Barbu et al., 1991; Audouard 
et al., 1990; Trautmann et al., 1993) and semiconductors (Scholz et al., 1993; 
Canut et al., 1998; Dunlop et al., 1998; Wesch et al., 2004), but the thresholds 
for track generation are usually larger than those for insulators. Therefore, the 
experimental data base on ion tracks in insulators is still wider than that for metals 
and semiconductors.

There have been various attempts (Klaumünzer et al. 1986; Lesueur and 
Dunlop, 1993) to modify the Coulomb-explosion spike to include the new ex
perimental findings. But a prerequisite for this mechanism, the occurrence of a 
repulsive Coulomb force of sufficient strength and lifetime, turned out to be not 
fulfilled since in metals electrical space charges are virtually neutralized within 
femtoseconds as confirmed by spectroscopy of Auger and convoy electrons (Schi- 
wietz et al., 1992, 2004,; Xiao et al., 1996, 1997). Therefore, it is not surprising 
that the thermal spike mechanism underwent a renaissance, in particular by the 
work of Toulemonde et al. (1993a, 1993b), Dufour et al. (1993) and Szenes 
(1995). An overview on the current experimental situation concerning ion tracks 
in insulators and on thermal-spike models is given by Toulemonde et al. (2006).

Thermal-spike models are not only used in ion-track physics, but also to de
scribe the behavior of excited carriers generated by femtosecond lasers or by 
strong electrical fields in submicron semiconductor devices. Though these various 
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models deal with similar physical problems, they do not take much notice of each 
other. The consequence is that knowledge, which has been gained in one field, is 
not transferred to the others. A severe deficiency of the currently used thermal
spike models in ion track physics is the missing distinction between the two kinds 
of excitations in semiconductors and insulators, namely electrons in the conduc
tion band and holes in the valence band. However, this distinction is essential to 
exploit the wealth of information available in the physics of semiconductors and 
insulators.

In Section 2,1 briefly summarize what is known about electron-hole formation 
by fast ions in semiconductors and insulators. The key quantity is the so-called 
W-value which is the average energy needed to generate an electron-hole pair. 
With this quantity a surprising result will be obtained: the sum of the average 
kinetic energies of holes and electrons is independent of the radial distance from 
the ion trajectory. This result can be taken as the starting point for a thermal
spike model, which explicitly distinguishes holes and electrons. Such a model 
is outlined in Section 3 and compared to the thermal-spike models of ion track 
physics in Sections 4 and 5.

A common basis of all thermal-spike models is the validity of classical heat 
transport as it is described by Fourier’s law. However, guided by their molecular 
dynamics simulations based on a Lennard-Jones potential, Bringa and Johnson 
(1998) argued that energy transport after ion impact does not follow classical heat 
conduction. Additionally, they pointed out that the atomic motion in the track, 
together with energy fluctuations and inertia effects should not be ignored. While 
atomic motion and inertia effects can easily be incorporated into thermal-spike 
models (see Section 6), the inadequacy of classical heat transport remains a central 
and unsolved issue. In Section 7 it will be shown that the inadequacy of classical 
heat transport is not a peculiarity of the Lennard-Jones potential but follows from 
an inadequate use of non-equilibrium thermodynamics.

2. The Starting Point for Thermal-Spike Models

2.1. Insulators and Semiconductors

Most of the ion-track research has been done at kinetic ion energies between 1 and 
10 MeV/u, where the electronic stopping power Se is maximal. A 5-MeV/u pro
jectile (projectile velocity Vion = 3.1 x 107 m/s) traverses 100 atomic layers in 1 fs 
and interacts primarily with the electrons of the target atoms. Thus, if the projectile 
charge is sufficiently large, a cylindrical trail of excited and/or ionized target atoms 
is created on a femtosecond time-scale. In a solid with sufficiently large gap en-
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ergy Egap between valence band and conduction band, screening of the projectile 
can be ignored. The radius Z?max of the primary interaction can be obtained from 
Bohr’s adiabatic principle (Mozumder, 1974) and is for non-relativistic ions

(1)

For the ion energy range of interest, Z?max is of the order of 1 nm. Assuming 
Coulomb interaction between projectile and target electrons the differential cross
section dcr/dw for an energy transfer between w and w + dw is proportional to 
1 /w2 (Leibfried, 1965). For a free electron gas the mean transferred energy to an 
electron is 

(2)

with the maximum transferable energy 

where Mion and me denote the ion and the electron mass, respectively, and £jOn 
the projectile energy. For a 5-MeV/u projectile wmax is about 11 keV. In insulators 
and semiconductors the minimum transferable energy wmjn is £gap. With these 
values, Equation (2) yields (w) = 10.5 eV for silicon (Egap = 1-15 eV) and 
(w) = 82 eV for quartz (Egap = 12 eV). Obviously, the primary effect of the ion
electron interaction is the production of electron-hole pairs with average kinetic 
energies of (w) — Egap. For both solids the relation (w) — Egap Egap holds, 
so that further electron-hole pairs can be generated until the kinetic energy of 
the colliding participants falls below Egap. The time-scale of this electron-hole 
production process depends on the electron-impact ionization rate, which is for 
electrons (holes) in silicon and quartz 5 eV above (below) the gap about 1014 s_1 
and 1015 s-1, respectively (Cartier et al., 1993; Oguzman et al., 1995; Arnold et 
al., 1994; Kunikiyo et al., 2003). Thus, on a time-scale of 10 fs a heavy fast ion 
generates an electron-hole plasma, which can be described by electron and hole 
distribution functions fn(r, k, t) and fp(r, k, t) in the phase space (r, k) and time 
t. In principle, the further evolution of fn(r, k, f) and fp(r, k, f) has to be de
scribed by Boltzmann transport equations and requires an adequate specification 
of the relevant scattering processes. A full solution of these equations involves 
enormous computational work and has not yet been performed. An early treatment 
based on a hydrodynamical fluid approach of the electron-hole plasma generated 
by the passage of a fast ion has been given by Ritchie and Claussen (1982).
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In another approach, electron-energy-transport calculations have been per
formed, but were limited to short times and based on Monte-Carlo methods 
with simplified material parameters (Hamm et al., 1979; Gervais and Bouffard, 
1994; Bouffard, 1996). It is well established that momentum transfers between 
the projectile ion and target electrons lead to an initial electrical space charge. 
However, quasi-neutralization occurs within a few femtoseconds (see Section 3) 
and in most calculations of radial dose distributions D(r,t) space charge effects 
are not included. Because of the importance of radiation protection, much effort 
has been put in calculating the radial dose distribution in water and comparing 
these results with measurements on tissue-equivalent gases after rescaling to the 
density of water. With appropriate modifications arising from different mass den
sities and ignoring differences in electronic band structure, these results have also 
been applied to solids (Katz et al., 1990). With the radial dose distribution D(r, r0) 
with to > 10 fs after the ion’s passage the number density of electrons n(r, to) in 
the conduction band and the number density of holes p(r, to) in the valence band 
can be obtained from

W
(4)

For the average energy W required to generate an electron-hole pair, theory pre
dicts W % 3Egap, a relation which is well confirmed by experiments - in silicon 
even up to high excitation densities (Alig and Bloom, 1975; Ogihara et al., 1986; 
Seidl et al., 2001). If we denote with wn(r, to) and wp(r, to) the average kinetic 
energies of electrons and holes, energy conservation demands

n(r, r0)(w„(r, t0) + wp(r, t0)) = D(r, t0) - n(r, r0)Egap

or, by dividing by n(r, to)

wn(r, to) + wp(r, t0) & 2Egap. (5)

The surprising message of relation (5) is that the average kinetic energy per 
electron-hole pair is independent of the distance r from the ion trajectory. If we 
assume Boltzmann statistics for the electron-hole plasma and wn = wp we obtain 
from Equation (5) an initial (to ~ 10 fs) electron temperature Tn = 2Egap/(3£B) 
9 x 103 K for silicon and 9 x 104 K for quartz. A priori, there is no reason that wn 
and wp are equal. For quartz, wp 0.5w„ might be more appropriate (Mizuno et 
al., 1993) resulting in an electron temperature Tn = 8Egap/(9^ß) 1.2 x I05 K
and a hole temperature Tp « 4Egap/(9£B) % 0.6 x 105 K. The estimate for silicon 
compares reasonably well with the experimental electron temperatures obtained 
from Auger electron spectroscopy. Depending on the interaction strength the Si- 
L1 VV transition (half-life 15 fs) yields electron temperatures between 7 x 103 and 
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1.6 x 104 K (Schiwietz et al., 2004). The same authors (Staufenbiel et al., 2005) 
report for the same irradiation conditions electron temperatures of > 4.9 x 104 K. 
In fact, the extracted electron temperatures depend sensitively on the silicon band 
structure used in the data evaluation process. In the work of Staufenbiel et al. 
(2005), a simplified data evaluation has been performed and the obtained elec
tron temperatures are too high (Schiwietz, 2006). Unfortunately, no experimental 
values are available for quartz.

2.2. Metals

In metals and semi-metals bmax is limited by conduction electron screening. 
Applying again Bohr’s adiabatic principle one obtains (Mozumder, 1974)

ömax = 1.12-^, (6)
““plasma

where Qplasma is the plasma frequency of the electron gas. Assuming again a free 
electron gas, wmjn for metals and semi-metals can be estimated by (Leibfried, 
1965).

^min

22 ..^4
___________ ion, eft V______________  
4^2^maxW max "i" Zjon, eitf4 (7)

where Zion,eff denotes the effective projectile charge, s0 the dielectric permittivity 
and q the (positive) elementary charge. With /?max from Equation (6) we find for a 
typical metal wmjn ~ 4 eV and thus (w) ~ 30 eV. In contrast to semiconductors 
and insulators, the excited electrons and holes in metals belong to the same band. 
Thermalization within the electronic system occurred within ~10 fs and holes 
need not to be considered any longer. The excitation energy is shared among 
many conduction band electrons around the ion trajectory and, different from in
sulators or semiconductors, the concentration of conduction electrons is virtually 
independent of the distance from the ion trajectory in a spatially homogeneous 
material.

3. Hydrodynamic and Energy-Transport Models

In semiconductor devices of sub-micrometer dimensions hot electrons can be 
generated by strong electrical fields. For simulation of such devices, however, 
the Boltzmann transport equation is computationally very expensive. A common 
simplification is to investigate only the first three or four moments of the electron 
and hole distribution functions, which lead directly back to macroscopic transport 
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models, called in literature hydrodynamic or energy-transport models. A recent 
review of hydrodynamic and energy-transport models has been given by Grasser 
et al. (2003a). The various models differ in the number of moments considered 
and/or in the approximations made in the collision term of the Boltzmann equa
tion. The advantage of these models is that their input and output can be directly 
taken from or compared with experiment. However, it has turned out that the first 
three moments are not sufficient to describe high-electron-mobility devices of 
dimensions of the order of ~100 nm. At present, there are models incorporating 
even the sixth moment of the Boltzmann transport equation (Grasser et al., 2003b). 
Because track formation occurs on a length scale much smaller than the currently 
envisaged electronic devices, it is possible that a reduction of the Boltzmann 
transport equation to macroscopic transport models may lead to serious errors. 
This problem will be readdressed in Section 7. In the following a three-moment 
model will be outlined in order to demonstrate a thermal-spike model for ion track 
formation, which explicitly distinguishes electrons and holes.

3.1. An Energy-Transport Model for Non-Metals (Grasser et 
al., 2003a)

Assume that within ~10 fs electron-hole production has finished and electron
hole collisions brought the carriers locally into thermal equilibrium. Because 
electrons and holes belong to different bands the corresponding energy dis
tributions are characterized by different temperatures. The atomic motion is 
characterized by the lattice temperature 7l. The basic equations for mobile 
charge carriers in semiconductors and insulators are the Poisson equation and the 
continuity equations:

div(Erei e0 gradç?) = ^(n - p - cdop), (8)

. dn
div Jn ~~ ^(^dir + /^SHR T /^Auger T /^self trap (9)0/

div jp T <7 = <7 (/^dir “I” /^SHR T Auger “I” /^self trap T 1 ’ *), (10)
dt

where <p denotes the electrostatic potential, erei the relative dielectric constant, and 
cdop the concentration of ionized dopants. In the following we assume cdop = 0. 
On the right hand side of formulae (9) and (10), the /?’s denote various recom
bination processes in semiconductors and insulators (Figure 1). 7?dir denotes the 
recombination rate of charge carriers by photon emission, which transports en
ergy out of the track region because the probability of immediate reabsorption is
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the various de-excitation and recombination mechanisms 
important in semiconductors and insulators.

low. Direct recombination is particularly important in direct semiconductors like 
InP and GaAs. Instead of photon emission, carrier recombination can also take 
place by the simultaneous emission of many phonons. This process, however, 
is extremely improbable. But the probability of carrier recombination increases 
by orders of magnitude when defects or impurities exist, which have electronic 
states in the mid-gap region (Hall, 1952; Shockley and Read, 1952). These deep 
traps act as catalysts for recombination, characterized by the Shockley-Hall- 
Read recombination rate /?shr- The recombination energy is roughly Egap and 
is transferred to the lattice. The third recombination process is the internal Auger 
effect. It is particularly important at high carrier densities and is characterized by 
a recombination rate In this process the recombination energy contributes 
to electron heating. While these three recombination mechanisms are the most 
important ones in semiconductors, there exists another route of recombination in 
wide-gap insulators of low atomic density, like quartz, LiNbO} and polymers. Due 
to their opposite electrical charges, electrons and holes attract each other forming 
exciton states in the band gap. It is possible that the nearby lattice atoms undergo 
successive atomic rearrangements with simultaneous phonon generation so that 
the electron-hole pair is strongly bound and immobilized - a self-trapped exciton. 
The formation rate is denoted by /?seif.

In the energy-transport model the current densities for electrons and holes read

j„ = —qp,nn grad cp + k^pn grad (nTn), (11)

j/? = —qppp grad ip - k^Pp grad (pTp), (12)

where pn and denote the mobilities of electrons and holes, respectively. In 
Equations (11) and (12) it is assumed that the band structure of the material in 
spatially homogeneous. In bilayer or multilayer materials, additional terms have
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to be added, which take into account spatial band structure variations. Energy 
conservation demands

div S„ -j„ grad <p - - kB
d(nTn)

dt
+ Tn - TL

H” ''Auger Egap,

div Sp = -jp grad cp - -kB pW
\ az

Tn

P + TpR(iiT

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

SL = -kl grad TL,

KP =

Kn

Sp = -kp grad Tp + - ^B^p —,
2

with the energy fluxes

Sn = grad Tn - -kBTn — ,
2 q

dTL 3 t
div Sl = ---- F - kB

dt L

where it has been assumed that the carriers obey Boltzmann statistics. rn and tp 
are average energy relaxation times for electrons and holes, respectively, due to in
teraction with the lattice. The various energy terms arising from the recombination 
processes can be inferred from Figure 1.

Using a generalized Wiedemann-Franz law, the thermal conductivity of the 
electrons is given by (Stratton, 1962; Grasser et al., 2003a)

— Tnnnn
Q

and that of holes
Å'n

— Tp/ipP, 
(J

where cn and cp denote correction factors, the numerical values of which depend 
on the details of the collision term in the Boltzmann transport equation. /cL is the 
phonon thermal conductivity.
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For insulators and semiconductors, Equations (8) to (20) represent a closed set 
of differential equations which, in principle, can be solved if rn, cn, pp, rp, cp 
and the recombination rates are specified. At least for technologically relevant 
semiconductors data are available in the literature. In this paper, Equations (8) to 
(20) will not be solved but two limiting cases will be considered. The first case is 
silicon in which carrier trapping and recombination do not play a role on a time
scale relevant for track formation (< 100 ps). Another limiting case is represented 
by quartz and vitreous silica in which the formation of self-trapped excitons is the 
dominating recombination process.

3.2. Silicon

Experiments have shown that in silicon the average energy for electron-hole 
production W varies by less than 5% going from low-density charge carrier 
production by x-ray radiation to high-density charge carrier production by 3- 
MeV/u Au ion bombardment (Alig and Bloom, 1975; Ogihara et al., 1986). The 
concomitant small deficit in charge collection in surface-barrier silicon-detectors 
implies that trapping and recombination of carriers are unimportant, i.e. all /?,- 
terms vanish in Equations (9, 10), and (13-15). Furthermore, in silicon the energy 
relaxation times for electrons and holes, rn and tp, are equal and are between 0.15 
and 0.3 ps (Sekido et al., 1991; Bordelon et al., 1991; Roldan et al., 1996). These 
relaxation times are much longer than the equilibration times set by electron
electron and electron-hole collisions (Yoffa, 1980). Therefore, on a time-scale 
of 10 fs, the interacting electron-hole system is in a quasi-adiabatic state, which 
implies Tn = Tp.

Due to momentum transfers during the collisions between projectile ions and 
target electrons, there is an electrical charge proportional to (n — p). The emerging 
electrical field in combination with the high mobility of the carriers in silicon must 
lead to a rapid quasi-neutralization. The neutralization time Zneutr can be estimated 
from the Debye screening length and the mobility of the fastest carrier (Lifshitz 
and Pitajewski, 1983)

fiieutr —
^O^rel

qp.n(TL, Tn)n '
(21)

where pn is given by (Grasser et al., 2003a)

Mo(7l, 7);) =
____________ Mw(7l)____________
1 + [3^BMo(TL)/2^Tnus2at](7; - Tl) ‘

(22)

Assuming a cold lattice with TL = 300 K and a hot electron-hole plasma with 
Tn = 104 K and an electron-hole density of n = 1021 cm'3 we obtain pn « 
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12 x 10-2 cm2/Vs and rneutr % 0-5 fs, where we have used the literature data for 
crystalline silicon /zo(3OOK) = 1430 cm2/Vs, erei = 11.9, rn = 0.15 ps, and 
vsat = 107 cm/s (Bordelon et al., 1991). Quasi-neutralization and thermalization 
within the electron-hole system occur approximately on the same time-scale.

Perfect neutralization would be given by n = p and any electrical field would 
vanish (grad <p = 0 in Equation (8)). Adding Equations (9) and (10), one obtains 
div(j„ +jp) = d(n - p)/dt = 0 implying jn = - jp. However, this relation is only 
compatible with formulae (11) and (12) if pn = pbp holds. This is usually not the 
case and charge neutralization cannot be perfect. Therefore, in crystalline silicon 
a small ion track potential is expected as it has been measured by Auger electron 
spectroscopy (Schiwietz et al., 2003). For t > tneMr electron and hole diffusion is 
coupled by an electric field; this effect is long known in semiconductor physics 
and called ambipolar diffusion.

3.3. Quartz and Silica

In silica the electrons move much faster than the holes. Using /io(3OOK) = 
20 cm2/Vs (Hughes, 1973), vsat ~2 x 107cm/s (Hughes, 1975), srei = 2.4 and 
Tn = 1 x 105 K one obtains from Equations (21) and (22) p,n = 1 cm2/Vs and 
Tneutr = 2fs. Like in silicon only a small track potential is expected. Electrons 
and holes with kinetic energies < 2 eV couple strongly to longitudinal optical 
phonons. For conduction electron energies > 2 eV acoustic phonon emission be
comes also important. In this energy range, the energy relaxation time rn is about 
0.1 ps (Arnold et al., 1994). After quasi-neutralization and cooling of the carriers 
by electron-phonon coupling the potential energy, which is still stored in electron
hole pairs, is partially released by the formation of self-trapped excitons. Laser 
experiments have shown that the mean trapping time is about 0.15 ps (Audebert 
et al., 1994; Guizard et al., 1996a, 1996b), only slightly longer than the energy 
relaxation time. On a timescale of 0.15 ps, mobile carriers disappear (n = p = 0 
in Equations (8) to (20)) implying that energy transport in the electron-hole system 
has finished and energy is dissipated only by phonons. According to Ismail- 
Beigi and Louie (2005) the potential energy stored in the self-trapped exciton 
is Eexc ~ 7 eV. Thus, the fraction 1 — f of the energy not yet converted to heat in 
the atomic system is 7 eV/3Egap 0.2 (cf. Sections 5 and 6).

For Tl > 300 K self-trapped excitons often relax non-radiatively and form 
lattice defects (E'-Centers, etc.). Thus, a track may form when the density of 
self-trapped excitons is sufficiently large. This mechanism has been proposed by 
Itoh (1996). In fact, the measured track radii can be quantitatively well explained 
when the exciton density matches the atomic density of quartz. However, Itoh’s 
mechanism ignores (i) the large amount of heat in the atomic system prior to 
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exciton formation and (ii) the interaction between the excitons which must occur 
at such high exciton densities. Perhaps, the correct solution is lattice instability 
(Stampfli, 1996).

Of course, not all wide-gap insulators exhibit self trapping of excitons. For 
example, laser experiments showed that in AI2O3 and MgO excited electrons are 
not trapped within 50 ps (Guizard et al., 1996a, 1996b). Nevertheless, in both 
materials ion track effects can be clearly detected (Canut et al., 1995; Thevenard 
et al., 1996). These wide-gap materials have to be treated more or less along the 
route as outlined for silicon.

3.4. Metals

In metals, the lifetime of holes in the conduction band is smaller than 20 fs, if 
their kinetic energy is more than 3 eV below the Fermi-energy (Campillo et al., 
2000). Therefore, we have p = 0 in Equations (8) to (20) for t > 20 fs and all 
recombination processes vanish. In Equation (8), now qc^p denotes the charge 
density of the positive jellium background. In the presence of a time-dependent 
temperature gradient, a closer inspection of Equations (8) to (11) shows that even 
in metals an ion track potential must exist and j„ cannot vanish completely. From 
an experimental point of view we only know that the nuclear track potential for 
metals is below the experimental resolution limit of ±0.4 eV (Staufenbiel et al., 
2005). Nevertheless, it is often assumed that terms containing j„ can be neglected. 
With this assumption the energy-transport model yields for metals 

(23)

(24)
37l Tn — TL

CL = —- = div (k\ erad 7i ) + C„  ---- —-

where we have written Cn = 3/2nk^ as specific heat of the electron system.
The same two-temperature model is used to successfully describe the evolution 

of an electron gas in metals after laser excitation (Rethfeld et al., 2002). One of 
the basic assumptions of the energy-relaxation model is that the energy relaxation 
time xn is independent of the average kinetic energy of the electrons. Therefore, 
the energy relaxation times obtained from laser excitation experiments should be 
same as those used to describe ion track formation.
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4. The Thermal-Spike Model of Toulemonde et al.

In the thermal-spike model of Toulemonde et al. (1993a, 1993b, 1996) and Meftah 
et al. (2005) the target solid is divided into the electronic system and the atomic 
system (phonons). Electrons and holes are not distinguished. Both systems are 
coupled by electron-phonon interaction. It is also assumed that the energy de
posited in the electronic system by the projectile ion is thermalized with a time 
constant re 10-15 s by electron-electron scattering. The evolution of the two 
systems is described by two coupled differential equations, one for the electronic 
system

C„^ = div (k„ grad T„) - g(T„ - TL) + B(r, r) (25)
dt

and one for the atomic system

Cl(Tl)^ = div (kl grad TL) + g(Tn - TL), (26)
dt

where g denotes the electron-phonon coupling parameter. B(r,t) is the energy 
density per unit time deposited by an incident ion at radius r and at time t. It is 
assumed that B(r, t) has the form

e“'/Te
B(r, t) = cD(r)------- . (27)

Te

The choice of re is not critical; variation of re by a factor of 5 does not alter the fi
nal results. The radial dose distribution D(r) is usually taken from microdosimetry 
and the normalization constant c ensures energy conservation

/•OO poo
In / / B(r, t)r dr dr = Se. (28)

Jt=0 Jr=0

Apart from B(r, t), which can be simulated by appropriate initial conditions, for
mulae (25) and (26) are identical with Equations (23) and (24) if g = Cn/xn is 
taken. Therefore, the application of Equations (25) and (26) to metals and metal
lic alloys (Wang et al., 1994) is, apart from the terms ~j„, compatible with the 
energy transport model. Cn can be calculated from formulas of solid-state physics 
textbooks if the electron density or the density of states at the Fermi energy are 
known. The electron thermal conductivity kc can be calculated from the electrical 
conductivity <re by applying the Wiedemann-Franz law. The specific heat CL can 
be taken either from measured values (after subtraction of C„) or from the rule 
of Dulong-Petit in the case of elemental metals or Knoop’s rule in the case of 
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alloys. Because is usually only a minor contribution to the total conductivity, 
the phonon thermal conductivity is difficult to determine from experimental data. 
Alternatively, may be determined using the relation

1
— -Cl Uph €ph, (29)

where uph denotes an appropriately averaged phonon group velocity. For TL much 
larger than the Debye temperature the mean free path of the phonons £ph can be 
estimated from (Ziman, 1975)

£
20 Tm 

ph (y2) tl a (30)

where (y2) is the squared Grüneisen parameter averaged over all phonon modes, 
Tm the melting temperature and a the lattice constant. For most materials (y2) 
is typically between 2 and 6. Thus, at T\ = Tm, the phonon mean free path is 
between 1 and 3 nm. The electron-phonon coupling parameter can be obtained 
from the work of Lifshitz et al. (1960), in which a free-electron gas model has 
been used, or from the work of Allen (1987), where the modern solid-state physics 
language is used.

In applying their model to insulators, Toulemonde et al. (1993a, 1993b) ignore 
that the carriers of heat in the valence and conduction band are just the holes 
and electrons generated by the projectile. Hole and electron densities vary as a 
function of distance from the ion’s path as outlined in Section 2, and, as shown in 
Section 3, the (assumed) diffusive motion of the carriers changes both the spatial 
energy density and the carrier density. The assumption Cn = 1 J/(cm3K) and 
Kn = 2 W/cmK for all insulators and being independent of space and time (Toule
monde et al., 1996; Meftah et al., 2005) cannot be maintained. The assumption 
of constant carrier densities in space and time also implies that the energy input 
by the passage of the fast ion appears fully as kinetic energy of the carriers as 
described by formulae (27) and (28). Therefore, when electron-hole production 
is explicitly considered, these two equations also cannot be maintained. Without 
following electron-hole production in detail, the concept of the W-value provides 
a great simplification in answering the question in which way the energy input is 
partitioned in carrier production and in their kinetic energy (see Section 2).

In the thermal-spike model of Toulemonde et al., the electron-phonon para
meter g is treated as a free parameter and adjusted to give optimum agreement 
with the measured radii of amorphous tracks in crystalline solids. An amorphous 
track is postulated to form whenever the lattice temperature exceeds the equilib
rium melting temperature Tm of the solid. With this criterion, Toulemonde et al. 
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(1996) and Meftah et al. (2005) succeeded in modeling track radii as a function 
of stopping power for a variety of insulators. Additionally, the stopping power 
threshold Seo for track formation and the velocity effect (Toulemonde et al., 2006) 
could be described. Interestingly, a correlation has been found between a so-called 
mean diffusion length À and Egap, where À is defined by À2 = KnTn/Cn. The 
larger the gap the smaller À is (Toulemonde et al., 2006). For example, for quartz 
À — 4 nm was obtained implying in = 0.08 ps. This value is not too far from the 
energy-relaxation time of 0.1 ps as determined from laser experiments (Arnold et 
al., 1994). It will be interesting to see whether the discovered correlation finds a 
natural explanation in the energy-transport model.

The use of equilibrium melting temperatures as a criterion for the determina
tion of track radii cannot be maintained from the viewpoint of thermodynamics, 
because nucleation of the new phase requires some time, leading to superheating. 
Classical nucleation theory predicts spontaneous decay of crystalline order when 
the maximum superheating temperature is exceeded. This maximum superheating 
temperature scales roughly with the melting temperature and is about 500 K for a 
material with a melting point of 2000 K and at a heating rate of 1014 K/s (Luo et 
al., 2003). A similar problem appears upon cooling of the molten track below Tm 
when recrystallization starts at the melt-crystal interface and proceeds inwards, 
diminishing the measurable track radius. Both, the kinetics of the decay of the 
crystalline order and its partial reestablishment have to be followed in greater 
detail before a comparison with experimental track radii is justified. The impor
tance of this statement can be nicely illustrated in the case of track formation in 
glasses, which have no well defined melting point but exhibit gradual softening 
and a continuous transition to the melt. An example will be given in Section 6.

5. The Thermal-Spike Model of Szenes

Instead of following the complicated history of electron-hole formation, recombi
nation, diffusion, thermalization and trapping, Szenes (1995) rigorously simplified 
the problem by treating the lattice system only. Time zero is chosen when the 
lattice temperature on the track axis attains its maximum value. The physics at 
earlier times is not considered. Assuming an “initial” Gaussian lattice temper
ature distribution of width a(0), the solution of the transport equation for heat 
(Equation (24) without the term arising from electron-phonon coupling yields for 
the temperature profile

(31) 
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where Q = (fSe — Lprc R2)/(pCC) is determined by (partial) energy conser
vation and a2(t) = a2(0) + ^K\t/{pC\) denotes the width of the temperature 
proble at later times. The quantity L is the latent heat of melting. The parameter 
f determines the fraction of electronic excitation energy which is converted to 
heat at time zero. For a calculation of track diameters, Szenes uses the same melt
ing criterion as Toulemonde et al. (1996). For insulators with amorphous tracks 
Szenes obtains «(()) = 4.5 nm independent of the material. The velocity effect 
is incorporated in f resulting in f 0.4 for Eion < 2.2 MeV/u and f 0.17 
for Eion > 8 MeV/u (Szenes, 2005). Interestingly, Szenes found a correlation 
between the threshold energy loss for track formation, 5eo, and the thermal energy 
required to reach the melting temperature. This correlation was taken as evidence 
for a thermal spike. With the same model and the same parameters, Szenes (2002) 
was also able to explain ion beam mixing with fast heavy ions. But the origi
nally claimed “rather uniform behavior” of insulators (Szenes, 2002) cannot be 
maintained because not all insulators exhibit amorphous tracks (Szenes, 2005).

Keeping in mind its simplicity, the model of Szenes is astonishingly successful, 
at least for insulators with amorphous tracks. If in these materials self-trapping 
of excitons is the prevailing and rapid mechanism, the idea of Szenes dealing 
only with the lattice heat transport could come close to reality. For quartz, e.g., 
Szenes’s time zero would have to be identified with the mean trapping time of 
about 0.15 ps (Audebert et al., 1994; Guizard et al., 1996a, 1996b). However, prior 
to self-trapping the electrons (holes) should have cooled down to the bottom (top) 
of the conduction (valence) band and most (~80% in quartz) of the electronic 
excitation energy should be transformed to lattice heat (see Section 3.3). A factor 
f « 0.2 to 0.4, however, indicates the opposite trend. In Szenes’s model the fate 
of the overwhelming part of the electronic excitation energy remains unclear.

Because the models of Toulemonde et al. and Szenes use the same track data, 
the same track formation criterion with same (claimed) success, the temperature 
profiles in the time regime of track formation should also be the same. A com
parison is made in Figure 2. It turns out that the differences at the late stage 
(/ > 10-12 s) of track formation are not big. The reason is clear. Independent 
of the initial shape of the excitation profile, the solution of the heat transport 
equation converges towards a Gaussian profile at later times. In ion track physics 
this is obviously the case on a picosecond time-scale. In fact, a2(f) can be easily 
rewritten to a2(r) = 4/cL/(pCL) x (tx 4-1) with tx = pa2(0)/(4/cL). For silica tx is 
about 3.6 ps. The solution for 7l of the model of Toulemonde et al., which require 
considerable numerical efforts, can be well approximated by a Gaussian for times 
in the picosecond range.
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Figure 2. Lattice temperature 7l as a function of time t for vitreous silica according to the ther
mal-spike model of Toulemonde et al. (lines) and Szenes (dashed lines) for two distances from track 
centre (r = 1 and 4 nm) after the passage of an 340-MeV Xe ion (Se = 15 keV/nm). For the model 
of Szenes f = 0.6 has been used.

All objections against the model of Toulemonde et al. can be repeated against 
the model of Szenes. In particular, the correlation between the stopping power 
threshold and the melting temperature can be put in question if superheating is 
taken into account. Either, superheating does not play an important role or the 
actual superheating temperatures scale with the equilibrium temperature, as it is 
suggested by classical nucleation theory (Luo et al., 2003). Then, a simple re
scaling of the parameter f towards larger values would be sufficient.

6. Ion Track Mechanics

6.1. Ion Hammering of Amorphous Materials

Additional insight into the atomic motion during track formation has been gained 
from the so-called ion-hammering effect. It denotes the phenomenon that during 
bombardment with fast heavy ions, thin amorphous targets deform in a manner as 
if each ion would act like a little hammer. The target dimensions perpendicular 
to the beam grow while the dimension parallel to the beam shrinks so that the 
mass density and microscopic structure remain virtually unaltered (Klaumünzer 
and Schumacher, 1983; Klaumünzer et al., 1989). In this context, “thin” means 
that the target thickness is much smaller than the projected ion range, so that 
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the stopping power can be taken as constant over the specimen thickness. In this 
case, ion hammering is characterized by the deformation yield A = df^/dcpt, 
where <£/ is the ion fluence. The deformation yield depends on irradiation temper
ature, on Se and the stress state in the target. The deformation yield is maximal at 
low temperatures and decreases as soon as thermally activated atomic rearrange
ments are possible. Below the track generation threshold, A is small and decreases 
roughly exponentially with decreasing Se. Above the track generation threshold, A 
increases linearly with Se. Moreover, the deformation yield increases linearly with 
an externally applied, tensile stress. Shear stresses of the order of a few 0.1 GPa 
modify the deformation yield measurably (Audouard et al., 1993). Ion hammering 
does not occur in materials which remain crystalline during irradiation.

The link between the deformation yield and the irreversible, local radial strain 
Sloe of the ion track is given by

A = 7t/?2£10C, (32)

where /?T is the track radius. Typical low-temperature values for A are between 
10“14 and 10“15 cm2 (Klaumünzer et al., 1989). Taking ÆT = 3 nm one finds that 
eioc is between 3 x 10~2 and 3 x 10-3. Assuming a characteristic deformation 
time of 1 ps, one obtains local rates of irreversible shear between 3 x 109 and 
3 x IO10 s_1. These high shear rates and their significant modification by shear 
stresses of the order of 0.1 GPa are strong arguments against deformations induced 
by shock, in which stresses of the order of 10 GPa have to be exceeded to induce 
plastic deformation.

The recently claimed shock-induced crystallization of an amorphous alloy 
by Dunlop et al. (2003) and Rizza et al. (2004a, 2004b) is not a compelling 
counter-argument. In those papers the difficult proof is missing that the observed 
crystallization proceeds within a few picoseconds after the ion passage. It is pos
sible that the local deformation induced by the ion’s passage can enhance locally 
the free energy of the amorphous phase so that thermally activated crystallization 
occurs during the warming-up period after ion bombardment.

6.2. The Effective-Flow-Temperature Approach (EFTA) of 
Trinkaus

The first attempt to combine a thermal spike concept with mechanical equations 
to follow the motion of fluid matter in a cylindrical track has been made by 
Ryazanov et al. (1995). However, their constitutive mechanical equations cannot 
explain the unsaturability of ion hammering (Trinkaus, 1998). This deficiency was 
removed in the papers by Trinkaus and Ryazanov (1995) and Trinkaus (1995,
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{«A/dSJ^dO^W/J)

Figure 3. Comparison between the experimentally determined slopes of the deformation yield 
QA/dSe and the theoretical ones calculated from Equation (33) using S'e = f(Se — Seo)- It is 
obvious that all data lie between f = 1 (solid line) and f = 0.5 (dashed line).

1996). The basic ideas of the effective-flow-temperature approach are the fol
lowing. Due to thermal expansion, which is constrained by the surrounding solid 
matrix, a cylindrical stress field emerges. Because an infinitely long track cannot 
expand axially the axial thermal stress is larger than the radial stress. If the track 
core is fluid (shear viscosity r]s) such a situation is mechanically unstable. On a 
time-scale, which is determined by tis/G™, the fluid must relax to a state with 
hydrostatic pressure only, implying an additional radial strain. Here, Gx is the 
high-frequency shear modulus of the liquid, the numerical value of which is often 
close to the numerical value of the corresponding amorphous solid. Upon rapid 
cooling z/s rises dramatically and the additional radial strain may be frozen in at 
the effective flow temperature T*. Neglecting inertia terms and using Eshelby’s 
concept of elastic inclusions, Trinkaus and Ryazanov (1995) were able to obtain 
an analytical expression for the deformation yield. In the limit of large electronic 
stopping powers (Se » Se0) to ensure cylindrical geometry and with a Gaussian 
temperature distribution, they obtained 

A 0.427
1 -I- v aS'e

5 — 4v pCL
(33)

where v is the Poisson number, a the coefficient of linear thermal expansion and 
p the target density. S' denotes the fraction of the stopping power Se which is 
converted to heat. For comparison with experiment, S' is often approximated by 
S' = f(Sc — Se0). Figure 3 shows for a wide variety of amorphous materials the 
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experimentally determined values for 9A/dSe plotted versus the calculated ones 
assuming / = 1. The correlation is obvious and all data lie between f = 1 and 
f = 0.5. ‘

If during ion bombardment at normal beam incidence an in-plane stress <t_l 
exists, shear relaxation at T* is zero when the sum of the applied stress and the 
thermo-elastic stress in the track yields a purely hydrostatic pressure. The EFTA 
yields for crj_ (Trinkaus, 1995)

<T± = _1.16i±^G00«(r-7’o). (34)
1 — V

Obviously, for Se Seo, is independent of Se.
This in-plane stress can be determined from an experiment in which an amor

phous material, the thickness of which is much larger than the projected ion range, 
is bombarded with track generating ions. The ion-hammering effect creates in 
the bombarded layer a compressive stress which bends the sample. When <tj_ has 
been reached in the bombarded layer, ion hammering ceases and bending attains 
its saturation value. The corresponding bending radius is directly proportional 
to l/cr±. After applying a correction for finite irradiation temperatures using a 
scaling law of Trinkaus (1998), T* can be calculated from Equation (34). The 
results are listed in Table 1 and can be compared with T* determined from the 
relation ï]$(T*)/G = 5 x 10“12 s, where experimental data for 7js and G have 
been used. Details of this experiment will be published elsewhere. The agreement 
is astonishingly good, which demonstrates that the EFTA is self-consistent.

In the spike models of Sections 4 and 5 and in the EFTA, a common aspect 
is the neglect of the kinetics of the atomic motion. In the thermal-spike models 
instantaneous melting occurs for T > Tm and instantaneous freezing to the amor
phous phase for T < Tm. In the EFTA instantaneous shear stress relaxation occurs 
for T > T* and instantaneous freezing for T < T*. With these assumptions the 
evaluation of complicated time integrals can be avoided concerning the motion of 
the liquid-solid interface in the spike models and the strain rates in EFTA.

6.3. Trinkaus’ Constitutive Equations for Ion Hammering

In order to remove the unphysical assumption of a viscosity jump at T* in EFTA, 
Trinkaus (1998) formulated the constitutive equations of fluid track matter in an 
amorphous matrix (shear modulus G = Gx. bulk modulus ß)

eij = efj + + a(T - To)8ij (additivity of strains), (35)

3<^ = «ES% + 2G?'!
k=\

(Hooke’s law), (36)
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Table 1. In-plane stresses crj_ as derived from bending radii after irradiation 
of various glasses by 340-MeV Xe ions with = 6 x IO1-3 Xe/cm2 and 
120-MeV Kr ions with 3.5 x 1014 Kr/cm2, respectively. T* is calculated 
from Equation (34) after correction for finite irradiation temperatures 7). The 
results should be compared with T* in the last column, calculated from the 
relation ^(T*)/G = 5 x 10-12 s using experimental values for t] and G. Note 
that for Fe2oBgo T* is independent of the stopping powers as it is predicted 
by Equation (34).

360 MeV Xe, 4>r = 6 x 1013 Xe/cm2

T/ (K) <r_L (GPa) 
exp.

T* from cr±
(K)

T* from r)/G
(K)

PdgoSi2O 140 -0.42 920 960
Fe80B20 145 -1.2 1130 1130
Fe81Bl3.5Si3.5c2 85 -1.6 1150 1200
silica 300 -0.33 3500 3800

120 MeV Kr, = 3.5 x 1014 Kr/cm2

T (K) a_L (GPa) 
exp.

T* from crj_
(K)

T* from rj/G
(K)

Fe80B20 140 -1.3 1150 1130
Be40TÎ50Zr10 160 -0.60 1100 1020

• vis
àjj = 2ï]sëjj (Newtonian flow), (37)

where £,y , ezey' and ezv?s are the components of the total, elastic, and viscous strain 
tensors, respectively. The tilde restricts tensors to their deviatoric parts, for in
stance ct,7- = (Tij — å8ij with à = (1/3) a^. Equations (35) to (38) have to
be supplemented by the equation of motion. Trinkaus argued that in the bulk of 
the material, inertia terms may only be of importance at the beginning of the spike 
when an elastic wave packet is emitted. Thus, the equation of motion reduces to

Diva = 0. (38)

Equations (35) to (38) can be integrated if the appropriate boundary conditions 
and the lattice temperature field are specified.

Because numerous experimental results are available for quartz and vitre
ous silica and because carrier trapping proceeds very rapidly in these materials
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(see Section 3.3) the lattice temperature may be reasonably well simulated by a 
Gaussian temperature distribution (see Section 5)

(39)

with a2(t) = ö2(0)+4/cLr/(pcL) as in Section 5 and taking into account that amor
phous materials have no latent heat. The following material parameters for silica 
have been used: a(0) = 4.5 nm (from Section 5), = 2.2 W/mK, B = 45 GPa,
G = 34 GPa, CL = 1430 J/kgK, log(rçs/Pas) = -6.7 + 2.67 x 104/T and 
a = 1.7 x IO-6 K_1. The integration of Equations (35) to (38) has been performed 
by the finite-element method using a commercially available code (PDEase by 
PDE Solutions Inc.). The temperature field of Equation (39) has been embedded in 
a large slab of “silica” of 200 nm radius so that cut-off effects of the Gaussian can 
be ignored. The thickness of the slab was chosen to be 200 nm and To = 100 K 
to match the experimental conditions of Rotaru (2002). Since in Rotaru’s work 
the silica layer was on top of a thick silicon wafer, e = 0 was chosen at the 
bottom and a free surface at the top of the “silica” with a specific surface energy 
of 5 J/m2. The electronic energy relaxation time rn was varied between 0.02 and 
0.2 ps without detecting large differences in the final results. Experimentally, the 
track radius 7?T or the damage cross-section n R] is determined from a physical 
quantity which is sensitive to atomic rearrangements. In Trinkaus’ continuum 
model, irreversible atomic rearrangements are incorporated in evls. Accordingly, 
/?, is defined as the radial distance from the track center where evls falls to zero at 
any time. The deformation yield has been determined by using relation (32) with 
a radially averaged value of e™. The free surface allows for outflow of matter 
and subsequent hillock formation due to pressure relaxation. Depending on the 
electronic energy loss, freezing (evis —> 0) occurs between 5 and 15 ps. The 
calculations were extended by additional 10 ps to make sure that viscous flow 
has ceased completely (ev1s = 0). Then the temperature was set to To in order to 
calculate the quantities, which are accessible to experiment.

The results for the damage cross-sections are displayed as a function of Se in 
Figure 4 in comparison with the experimental values taken from Meftah et al. 
(1994) for quartz and from Rotaru (2002) for silica. As can be seen from Figure 4, 
the measured damage cross-sections and the stopping power threshold are rela
tively well reproduced with f = 0.6. Even better agreement can be obtained by 
using f = 0.7. With regard to the deformation yield displayed in Figure 5, the 
experimentally measured slope dA/dSe is well-reproduced with f = 0.6 but the 
calculated threshold is a factor of 3 to 4 too large.

At the free surface irreversible outflow of matter turns out to be undetectably 
small for ions with electronic energy losses below Se = 12 keV/nm. The height
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electronic energy loss (keV/nm)

Figure 4. Damage cross-sections as a function of Se for quartz and vitreous silica. The experimental 
data have been taken from Meftah et al. (1994) (full squares) and Rotaru (2002) (open circles). The 
open triangles represent the model calculations according to Equations (35) to (38). For the used 
parameters, see Section 6.3.

electronic energy loss (keV/nm)

Figure 5. Comparison between experiment (Klaumünzer, 2004, full squares, thin line) and model 
calculations (open triangle, thick line) of the deformation yield A for vitreous silica at Tq = 100 K. 
For the calculations the same parameters as in Figure 4 have been used.
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Figure 6. Hillock heights as measured by atomic force microscopy for vitreous silica versus Se 
(Rotaru, 2002, full squares) in comparison with the model calculations of Section 6.3 using the 
same parameters as in Figures 4 and 5 (full line).

of hillocks due to ion impacts grows rapidly above 17 keV/nm (Figure 6). Both 
the height h of the hillocks and the energy loss range, where they should become 
visible in an atomic force microscope, agree with the experiment of Rotaru (2002). 
However, in the experiment, not every ion impact leads to a detectable hillock. 
Rather, the ratio of detected hillocks to ion impacts varies unsystematically be
tween 0.22 and 0.68. Moreover, the experimentally measured hillock heights show 
no clear dependence on stopping power (see Figure 6). The origin of these “exper
imental fluctuations” is not yet clarified. One possibility is the desorption of matter 
by electronic excitations. In fact, the desorption or sputtering yield at normal beam 
incidence with ions of Se = 20 keV/nm is about 400 S1O2 molecules (Matsunami 
et al., 2003). According to Figures 4 and 6, at this stopping power, the calculated 
total hillock volume is about l/37tR^h %4x IO-20 cm3 containing about 900 
SiC>2 molecules. Therefore, sputtering and fluctuations in sputtering cannot be 
ignored and must have a significant effect on the measured height of the hillocks.

By using Equation (38) in the calculations, mechanical quasi-equilibrium has 
been assumed. However, the time dependence of e shows that, for ions with 
Se = 20 keV/nm, the matter at the track center close to the surface is acceler
ated to about 1000 m/s within 1 ps. Therefore, inertia terms in the equation of 
motion must be included and, with regard of the calculated hillock heights at 
large stopping powers (Se > 15 keV/nm) the calculations have to be repeated. 
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The importance of inertia effects in surface vicinity has already been pointed out 
by Trinkaus (1998), Bringa and Johnson (1998), and Jakas and Bringa (2000).

In the bulk, for most of the time, the motion is always sufficiently slow so 
that inertia terms can be neglected. However, in the early phase of the thermal 
spike (t < 1 ps), the neglect of inertia suppresses the formation of an outgoing 
elastic wave. Martynenko and Umansky (1994) estimated for a spherical spike 
that, depending on the initial temperature and the bulk modulus of the solid, 
between 5 and 50% of the initially deposited energy can be carried off by an 
elastic wave. Jakas and Bringa (2000) found for a cylindrical spike that, depending 
on the stopping power, this fraction varies between 5 and 30% in the time range 
where viscous flow occurs. Therefore, the value f = 0.6... 0.7 used in the finite- 
element-calculations is quite plausible. However, those authors emphasize that f 
depends on the magnitude of the initial excitation. This effect has not been taken 
into account in the present calculation and has also been ignored in the model of 
Szenes. Obviously, inertia terms must be included in the calculations in order to 
eliminate this parameter and to come closer to energy conservation.

7. Elements of Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics

The models outlined in Sections 3 to 6 are continuum models and contain “tem
perature” as a key quantity. Therefore, these models must be compatible with 
non-equilibrium thermodynamics. The basis of non-equilibrium thermodynamics 
is the idea that a thermodynamic system, which is not in equilibrium as a whole, 
can be divided into sufficiently small volume elements in which equilibrium ther
modynamics applies. This idea, though not justifiable within the framework of 
thermodynamics, turns out to be an extremely successful physical concept. How
ever, this concept cannot be valid down to arbitrarily small length scales and, 
because ion tracks are objects on the nanometer scale, special care has to be taken 
on the limitations of the applicability of non-equilibrium thermodynamics.

In this section the discussion is restricted to the simplest case, a homogeneous 
isotropic material consisting of radiation-resistant chemical building blocks and 
exhibiting no phase transition. Non-radiolytic amorphous materials are nature’s 
best realization of this idealization. Sputtering, amorphization or ion-beam mixing 
are not considered. Furthermore, it is assumed that there exist only three degrees 
of freedom: temperature, a total strain tensor e, and an additional tensor ein. Of 
course, other degrees of freedom may exist but they are not of interest in the 
context of this paper. Then, for a small volume element, the basic equations of 
thermodynamics are (Kluitenberg, 1962)
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3

= -div J« + ^2
U=i

(mass conservation), (40)

(equation of motion), (41)

(first law of thermodynamics), (42)

(Gibbs relation). (43)

In these equations v = (v,) denotes the velocity of the volume element, a = (cr/j) 
the stress tensor, u the specific internal energy, Jf/ the heat flow, and s the specific 
entropy. The material time derivative is defined by

d a a
dr ar dXj

(44)

and the tensor of total strain rate by

(45)

Choosing as reference state the stress-free and undeformed material at uniform 
temperature 7b, s'" is identified as the tensor of inelastic strain; i.e., in the context 
of this work, ein = evls from Section 6.3. Thus, in lowest order of eel and 7, 
Equations (35) and (36) can be recovered. Of course, the restriction to the lowest 
order of eel implies the exclusion of shock phenomena.

Using the Onsager relations and exploiting the second law of thermodynamics, 
d.s > 0, Kluitenberg (1962) finds for a liquid without memory the following 
relations

(46)

(47)

(48) 
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with À, rjs and > 0 and t equals a. A liquid without memory is a liquid in 
which the entropy does not depend on the state of deformation or, in other words, 
the configurational part of the entropy is independent of the state of irreversible 
deformation. Equation (47) is identical with Equation (37).

Equation (48) describes an irreversible change in volume with the bulk vis
cosity Because irradiation experiments are typically performed between 80 < 
To < 300 K, the track temperature is usually much higher than To. Because the 
high-temperature thermal expansion coefficient is usually positive an overpressure 
exists in the track core resulting in a density increase if z/b/B matches with the 
lifetime of the thermal spike. With ongoing irradiation this increase must stop at 
some time, implying A change in rçB, however, implies a structural
change and possibly also a change in configurational entropy. Thus, in order to 
be self-consistent with the assumption that the track fluid has no memory, 
must be sufficiently large for the virgin material so that ion-track-induced volume 
changes are zero or at least negligibly small. Therefore, in Trinkaus’ constitutive 
equations, — oo is assumed. They describe the simplest case of the mechanical 
behavior of fluid ion track matter compatible with non-equilibrium thermodynam
ics. Densely packed metallic glasses seem to approach this ideal case rather well 
(Hou et al., 1990). In Pyrex, a borosilicate glass, tracks have the same mass den
sity as the virgin material (Klaumünzer et al., 1987). In vitreous silica, however, 
the track core is approximately 3% more compact than the unirradiated glass, 
and r/B approaches infinity after the whole sample volume is covered with tracks 
(Klaumünzer, 2004).

Equations (42) and (43) couple the thermodynamic quantities u and s with the 
mechanical quantities a and e. From ion hammering of silica one can estimate 
that the relation

/cL|div(grad T)\ » 
3

y? Gijèij 
hj=l

holds. In this case, the mechanical and thermodynamical equations can be solved 
independently. In metallic glasses, however, due to their large thermal expansion 
coefficient, the strain rates and stresses can be one to two orders of magnitude 
larger than in silica. In this case it is possible that for a correct calculation of 
the temperature distribution, the motion of the track matter has to be taken into 
account.

Writing u = pC\_T and combining Equation (42) with Equation (46), Fourier’s 
law of heat conduction is recovered as it is used in all models of Sections 3 to
6. It is well known that Fourier’s law has the deficiency to allow for infinitely 
large velocities of heat dissipation, in contradiction to the fact that phonons cannot 
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exceed the velocity of sound. There is an attempt in thermal spike calculations 
(Schwartz et al., 2006) to modify Fourier’s law to limit heat dissipation velocities. 
But one should keep in mind that this specific modification is in contradiction with 
the second law of thermodynamics.

Application of non-equilibrium thermodynamics must be handled with care 
when the characteristic length of the objects of interest approaches the mean free 
path of the heat carriers. Limitations of Fourier’s law can be derived from solu
tions of the Boltzmann transport equation applying large temperature gradients 
(Simons, 1971). Fourier’s law is valid if

37l
—~^Ph « 7L 
dr

(49)

holds. For vitreous silica and high temperatures, the mean free path between 
phonon-phonon collisions £ph is about 1 nm (Zeller and Pohl, 1971). Taking a 
Gaussian temperature distribution with the parameters of Section 6.3, we find 
that, for all times of interest, Equation (49) is only fulfilled in the vicinity of 
the track center (r < 0.5 nm). The same situation is encountered in the spike of 
Toulemonde et al. As one can infer from Equation (30), ^ph ~ 1 nm holds for 
all materials at the melting point. Therefore, in general, the lattice temperature 
concept of the thermal-spike models of Sections 4 and 5 has no rigorous founda
tion in non-equilibrium thermodynamics. In particular, the warning of Bringa and 
Johnson (1998) that the use of classical heat transport in ion track physics rep
resents only a very rough approximation, is independent of the specific potential 
they have used.

In the case of mass transport in fluids, the limitations of Newtonian viscous 
flow can be inferred from modern theories on viscous flow in dense matter (Alley 
and Adler, 1983; Montanero and Santos, 1996; Santos et al., 1998). Equation (47) 
is valid if for all z, J = 1,..., 3

(50)

holds, with uy = ^2k^T/m the characteristic thermal velocity of the fluid atoms 
of mass m and their mean free path £a between two collisions. Even for strain 
rates as high as 1011 s_1 the inequality (50) holds, because £a is smaller than a 
tenth of an atomic diameter (Turnbull and Cohen, 1970). Therefore, in spite of the 
smallness of ion tracks, continuum mechanics still provides a reliable basis for 
ion track mechanics.
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In the energy-transport model, additional limitations have to be considered to 
make sure that thermodynamics holds. In analogy to Equation (49) application of 
thermodynamics to an electron gas presumes the relation

(51) 
dr

where denotes the mean free path of the electrons in the conduction band. For 
the number density n of electrons the condition

dn
—<£ n (52)
dr

must be fulfilled. Similar relations exist also for the holes of the valence band. 
Because the energy-transport model has not been applied yet to ion track physics, 
calculations have to show whether this model offers a better founded approach 
than the presently used thermal-spike models.

8. Conclusions

In the preceding section serious objections could be made against the thermal
spike models presently used. On the other hand, as has been demonstrated in 
Section 6.3, they provide a basis for data interpretation which reproduces the 
correct order of magnitude of experimental results. Of course, critical tests of 
models containing free parameters require not only comparison with track radii 
but other experimental quantities should be reproduced as well. It seems that, in 
all thermal-spike models presently in use, Fourier’s law is the weakest link. Boltz
mann transport equations have to be solved in order to get more insight into the 
errors made by the application of Fourier’s law. Model solutions of the Boltzmann 
equation are available if only one scattering process is dominant (Stratton, 1962). 
But if more than one scattering process is important, the computations become 
expensive. Triggered by the wealth of available experimental data, thermal-spike 
models have been predominantly applied to insulators. However, the comparison 
of the thermal-spike models with the energy-transport model has shown that track 
physics in metals and alloys is probably much simpler. Perhaps, both, from the 
experimental and theoretical side, one should concentrate more on this class of 
materials.

Parallel to the investigations of solutions of the Boltzmann equation Trinkaus’ 
constitutive equations should be tested for a wider variety of materials and exper
imental boundary conditions. Terms describing inertia and material loss at free 
surfaces must be included to promote at least a semi-quantitative understanding 
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of surface phenomena like the giant jet-like sputtering of LiF (Toulemonde et al., 
2002), droplet formation on NiO (Schattat et al., 2005), and surface dewetting of 
NiO on silicon (Boise et al., 2006).

Molecular dynamics simulations can help to unveil limitations of continuum 
mechanics, in particular, when fluctuations dominate the processes. However, 
the present-state-of-art molecular dynamics cannot help to bridge the gap in our 
knowledge, starting from the electronic excitations and ending at the atomic mo
tion, unless the codes allow dealing simultaneously with a great number of atoms, 
a great number of electronic excitations, and the concomitant variations in the 
interatomic potentials.
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